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Respectfully, The York Water Company does not support the Department’s efforts to amend Chapter 109 as put forth in the Disinfection
Requirements Rule. Our comments directly reflect those put forth by the Disinfection Requirements Rule Stakeholder Workgroup.
1) There is no clear or present public health threat is being addressed by the proposed rule.
2) Although The York Water Company agrees with the stated goal of the Department to address the minimum detectable residual and low

chlorine distribution disinfectant residuals. The York Water Company does not agree that the minimum residual should be set at 0.2 mg/I.
3) The York Water Company agrees that the current minimum distribution system detectable residual of 0.02 is not valid and believes the

minimum residual should be set at 0.1 rng/L The current regulatory language should only change the 0.02 mg/Lto 0.1 mg/I and keep all
other existing language.

4) Increasing the minimum disinfectant level in the distribution system from the existing 0.02 mg/I to 0.1 mg/L (for both free & total chlorine) is
a S-fold increase from the current level. A minimum value of 0.1 mg/L is a responsible level given the Departments concerns. However, the
proposed 0.2 mg/I does not provide any additional health benefits to our customers, but it does require additional capital improvements &
operating costs.

5) We agree with the compliance calculation of the proposed rule for systems serving greater than 33,000 people is 95% in 2 consecutive months
and the compliance calculation for systems serving 33,000 or fewer people is 75% in 2 consecutive months. However, we are concerned that
the increased residual monitoring (from once/month to once/week) will significantly increase small system operating costs.

6) The claimed compliance benefits in the proposed rule are unfounded and the associated compliance costs are dramatically underestimated
(see table below). Over $60-million CAPEX and >$4-million annual OPEX will be spent for the 15 utilities shown in the table below to meet the
proposed residual of 02-mg/I; far exceeding the $780,000 cost projection in the Preamble.

7) Disinfection byproducts (0BPs) are likely to increase for many utilities as a result of increasing the distribution disinfection residual to 0.2
mg/I. Setting the minimum residual at 0.1 rng/L will allow time for utilities to assess impacts to DBPs. Not only are DBPs presently regulated,
but some are recognized as health hazards.

8) Taste & odor complaints will increase if the minimum distribution disinfection residual is set at 0.2 mg/L.
9) [leterotrophic Plate Count (HPC) should be retained as an alternative compliance criteria for CWS’s when the distribution disinfectant residual

is below the minimum required level. This is still allowed under the federal regulation and will reduce the number of instances where Public
Notice (PN) is required. The TAC Board also agrees, voting 12-0-1 to retain HPC as an alternative compliance criteria in low residual situations.

10) Because no known health risks have been identified in this proposed rulemaking, requiring water utilities to issue Tier 2 PN for failing to meet
0.2 mg/L will unnecessarily erode public confidence in water quality. This is another justification for setting the minimum distribution
disinfection residual at 0.1 mg/L and continuing to allow HPC as an alternative compliance method.

11) The York Water Company requests that the Comment and Response document be provided to the advisory committees when a draft-final
regulation is presented for their input.
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The York Water Company
Public Comments to the Environmental Quality Board
Regarding Proposed Rulemaking
(25 Pa. Code Chapter 109)
Disinfection Requirements Rule
(46 Pa. B. $57)
April 19, 2016

Respectfully, The York Water Company does not support the Department’s efforts to amend Chapter
109 as put forth in the Disinfection Requirements Rule. We agree with the 9deats’ of the Department
and with the mission of protecting public health. The York Water Company has taken the mission of
protecting our resident’s and our customer’s health by providing good, high quality, potable water for
the past two hundred (200) years. However, The York Water Company respectfully disagrees with the
Department’s justifications and proposed regulatory actions, as defined in the Disinfection
Requirements Rule, Additionally we disagree with the impacts that the proposed changes would have
on both the regulated community and those served with public water; including the actual costs
associated that add up to nearly two orders of magnitude greater than (100X) the Department’s
projections.

What problem are we trying to solve with this reg. package?” - Quoted from a colleague in the water
industry.

No clear or present public health threat is being addressed by the proposed rule. There are no
scientifically defensible benefits of a 0.2-mg/I residual versus that of 0.1-mg/L. Additionally there are
very significant costs / detriments associated with meeting the reg. package, as written.

The York Water Company agrees that the current minimum distribution system detectable residual of
0,02 is not valid and believes the minimum residual should be set at 0.1 mg/L. The current regulatory
language should only change the 0.02 mg/I to 0.1 mg/L and keep all other existing language — including
HPC as the alternative compliance criteria for low chlorine residual situations. The TAC Board (Small
Systems TechnicolAssistrnice C’enter) has also recommended the same to the Department.

The actual, statewide costs associated with compliance for fifteen suppliers are over seventy five times
(75X) higher than the Department’s projection of $780,000. According to the Regulatory Analysis Form
and Preamble, $780,000 is the projected total, combined capital costs for all of the utilities throughout
the state. To contrast the Department’s projection, fifteen PA water suppliers responded to requests
for projected cost increases associated with compliance at the proposed 0.2mg/L residual requirement.
The combined total CAPEX for these fifteen suppliers is projected to be over $60-million with an annual
recurring OPEX of $4.5-million. These fifteen suppliers provide water to 68% of the population in PA
that is served by public water. When accounting for the remainder of the medium and large water
systems In PA, the costs increase as combined the medium and large water systems supply water to 91%
of the population served by CWS within PA.

THE YORK WATER WMPANY 130£. MARKETSTREET wwwyorkwutcrccm
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The Department is proposing to not only increase the required disinfectant residual by ten times (lOX)
hut it is also aiming to remove Heterotrophic Plate Count (HPC) as an alternative compliance criteria
(ACC) to low residual situations. HPC used in this capacity has been part of Chapter 109 for many years.
In addition to removing this ACC (making it tougher to both achieve and maintain compliance as well as limiting
the operator’s toolbox), the Department is also expanding both the required number and required type of
sampling locations required to determine compliance, and is increasing the frequency at which those
samples must be drawn. Compliance projections cannot be gauged effectively due to the number of
compliance variables being changed at one time. The York Water Company believes HPC should remain
as an alternative compliance criteria for a low chlo me residual situation, especially in light of all of the
other changes.

The TAC Board has voted 12-to-0 (1.obstentio,.) to retain HPC as part of Chapter 109 as an ACC in low
chlorine residual situations. The Department seems poised to ignore a near unanimous vote from the
TAC Board on this matter.

Additionally, the Department has chosen to retain HPC as an alternative compliance criteria ONLY for
bottled, bulk, vended and retail water systems. HPC should remain as an ACC for all water systems, not
just for a select [ew.

HPC has been used in conjunction with Total Coliform Sampling and distribution system chlorine residual
as part of a ‘packaged’ set of information or operator’s toolbox for many years. Part of this toolbox is
used for compliance determination but the other parts are used to glean information about a
distribution system’s health and to strategically target their personnel and resources. Total coliform
sample results are utilized as an indicator of possible contamination in a system, HPC is used to gauge
microbiological growth and growth-potential in the system, and Chlorine residual readings are used to
gauge the amount of ‘suppressant’ available to limit bacteriological regrowth and combat potential
contaminations. Using these tools together, one is able to view a more complete picture of distribution
system health.

The lack of a chlorine residual, while not an ideal situation, is not indicative of any danger nor of the
presence of a contaminant, Interestingly, there are situations where a sample has a healthy chlorine
residual, there are no coliforms present, but the HPC results indicate that bacteriological growth is
present at the sample point. This system needs to do some work in the areas surrounding their
sampling location to investigate and address the bacteriological growth before it develops further.
Should the situation not be addressed, a coliform positive result may be likely.

If we remove FIPC as an ACC in Chapter 109, many utilities will stop paying for HPC analysis. Many
authorities and smaller water systems cannot justify paying for an analysis that is not either required nor
integral to compliance determination. Thus these utilities and authorities will not be able to utilize HPC
as the informative tool that it is.

Additionally, removal of HPC as an ACC will lead to many more unnecessary violations and subsequent
public notifications (low residual) that have not been linked to any direct or indirect health threat, It has
been repeatedly demonstrated that excessive public notification for nomhealth related violations causes

IHE YORK WATER COMPANY ,130 E. MARKET SIRCU w’nteL.corn
TEL. (71 7,1845-3601 YORK, PENNSYLVANIA1 7401 FAX (71 7)852-0058
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the populous, at-large, to ignore and disregard the very important public notices such as Boil-Water
advisories or Do-Not-Consume notifications. Effectively the public will believe that the water suppliers
and the PADEP has “Cried ‘Wolf’” too many times, Public notilications must be used judiciously to he
effective.

The Department has not provided evidence of a need to remove HPC as an alternative compliance
criteria. To make a significant change to an existing regulation, the Department should clearly define an
overwhelming need and provide evidence that not only is the change merited, but that it is also cost
effective. It seems that these factors, specifically in regards to HPC, have not been fully addressed in
this package.

Removal of HPC as an ACC will very likely increase the civil liability of water suppliers. Consider that
even if a water supplier is meeting the proposed regs everywhere in their system, there will come a time
when an individual will look to blame an entity, especially one with “deep pockets” for a sickness or a
relative passing. The removal of HPC as an ACC now leaves the reg. with one single compliance criteria,
chlorine residual.

Having a single compliance criteria makes water utilities a prime target for frivolous civil lawsuits. The
strictures for assessing civil liability are much more elastic than those determining criminal liability.
Improper determination of chlorine residual can be done by a customer via a “pool-kit” or test-strips at
any faucet inside of a home, building, or facility (internal treatment devices ilke softeners andfilters remove chlorine
from the water,) and should the result be lower than the proposed O.2-mg/L there are no alternative
compliance criteria, then there is a dramatically increased likelihood of a civil lawsuit being filed and
actually making it to court. Claims would be made that since the water did not meet the residual at
their particular faucet, then the water supplier is civilly liable for their problems/sickness/loss or other.
The HPC test, while still readily available to the populous, acts as a screening toot limiting the number of
potentially frivolous lawsuits that would otherwise develop as a result of removing it.

In conclusion, we want our water systems focusing on water treatment, water quality, and proper
conveyance; not on defending themselves in court from frivolous lawsuits — especially in cases where
the suppliers are truly meeting the regs.

THE YORK WATER COMPANY 130 C. MARKETSTREET
TEL. (717)845-3601 YORk PENNSYLVANIA 17401 FAX (71 7j852-0058
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The ideals of the justifications as proposed in the Preamble are good - to protect the public health. The
goals as set forth in the Preamb’e are:

1) Decrease Waterborne Disease Outbreaks,
2) Improve Coliform Compliance,
3) Zero impact on DBP compliance.
4) No or Mintmal Cost impact to the majority of Water Systems

Unfortunately, when we investigate and compare what actions are being proposed to each individual
goal, we find that there is no scientific evidence justifying the proposed regulations.

1) “Decrease Waterborne Disease Outbreaks”: if we truly want to seriously limit or eliminate
Waterborne Disease Outbreaks, according to the US CDC need:

a. Premise Plumbing issues must be addressed
b. There needs to be additional focus on any remaining groundwater systems that are not

presently disinfecting.
What’s the supporting evidence that the Department should focus on these issues?
According to the US CX, Waterborne Disease Outbreaks in the USA (and PA) are related
primarily to two known, and specifica!ly identified deficiencies:

c, 66% Premise Plumbing completely separate from the water distribution system as
defined multip’e times in multiple locations by the US CDC

d. 13% = Untreated Groundwater

Per the US COC, “The two most commonly identified deficienciest leading to drinking water—associated
outbreaks were Legioneila in building piumbing systems (65%) and untreated groundwater (13%).

THE YORK WA IER COMPANY
TEL. (71 7)845-3601

130 E. MARKETSTREET
YORK, PEN/VS YL VAN/Al 7401

ParJe / 6
FAX (71 7852-0058

Cost vs. Benefit Table

Costs

Apprisety SOX to .100X (ftity to one-hundred) tmiis
DEP’s estimsted tosts statcwfcfe

Cost lnreesses to customerS, espectatty to those of Large
and Medium sized systems - 91% of PA population served
with public water is Med and Large water syStems

Benefits

- Snuitsovous compliance problems - Lead copper and
OfiPs (nc

stp/Jn,,c rilsatenste,/chIo iric-nhpna,cts.htrni

httpf),,wjc roy/i eb/wad)lessn roster!

- lncritaserd civt) tiabibty remava of t-tPC as an AcC

- Possibte Protection from Wtotbcrru- Disease Outbreaks EXCLPTING
those that US CCC focuset art as a dIrcct result of din top deficiencies;
this package does not addreso

1) Premise Plumbing -

2> Untreated Ground Water - 53¼
Per the US CCC, Combined these two deftcienris in,ke tip 79% of all
wateiborrie disease outbreaks in the USA

- tnueased ptibits nofifictirtn for non-health related
VIolations

riitp/V,vo-i ciid5 ifs -ri1 ersw/remervtnmlJmat4tla? irtrA

- More customer iornptaints - high chlorine is already the
mo-il Cameron cumoner complaint

- Poseibl improvement In coltform comptiancC: The average Increate In
compliance should he about 14%, based on the dfset the Department
provided in the m’camlrle, (&so see toMes below)

- DBP violations may not be as bad asthO science sugfnsV hey likely

shouldbe.
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““

Continued vigilance by public health1 regulatory, and industry professionals to identify and correct
deficiencies associated with building plumbing systems and groundwater systems could prevent most
reported outbreaks and illnesses associated with drinking water systems”

“t Outbreaks are assigned one or more deficiency classifications based on available data.
1 is Vr i hc ion

§ ‘Plumbing refers to the pipes that are within a building or within a service line leading into a building,
distinguished from the distribution system of pipes that compose the water supply.”

Quoted Txt Copied Ff011?:
The USCDC Morbidity and Mortoliiy Report Weekly, liVed: Surveillance for Wa? ethorne Viscose Outbreaks Associated with Drinking Water —

(Jolted Staie, 2011-2012, Weekly
August 14, 2015/64(31);842-848
Karlyn 0. Oem-, PhDI,2; Juhc, W. Gorgano, P1,02; Wrginia A. Roberts, MSPI-12; Vincent P. Hill, Ph02; laurel E. Garrison, MPH3; Preeta K. Kutty,
MD3; Elizabeth 0. Hilborn, OVM4; Timothy]. Wade, Ph04; Kathleen E. fullerton, MPH?; Jonathan S. Yoder, MPH, MSW2

The US CDC further clarifies the differences between “Building Plumbing! Premise Plumbing” and
Distribution Systems. The following section is copied from the US CDC page linked immediately
following.

ll*For a community water system, the distribution system refers to the pipes and storage infrastructure
under the lurisdiction of the water utility prior to the water meter or property lfJJ t esystem is not
metered). For noncommunity and nonpublic individual water systems, the distribution system refers to
the pipes and storage infrastructure before entry Frito a building or house.”

“t Contamination of drinking water and deficiencies occurring in plumbing and pipes that are not port of
the distribution system as defined previously. For community systems, this means occurring after the
water meter or outside the jurisdiction of a water utiity;for noncommunity and nonpublic systems, this
means occurring within the building or house (e.g., in a service line leading to a house or building, in the
plumbing inside a house or building, during shipping or hauling, during storage other than in the
distribution system, or at point of use).”

QSi

Below is another example of the CDC having defined Premise Plumbing as jurisdictionally separate from
that of the Public Water System. (unkabaveondscreenslot below)

IRE YORK WA FER OA4PANY 130 L. MARKET STREET www’r.watcrcnrn
TEL. (717)845.3601 YORK, PENNSYLVANIA1 7401 FAX (71 7)852-0058
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All water venues, inciudin:

• Drinking water syeter,ls (public. Iluvate)

Natural swimming waters (beaches, fresh eater)

Chlorinated swlrnmin venues (pools, hot tubs/spas,
watm parks, loot spas)

• Premi plumbing and building distribution systems
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C Screen-shot below
from US CDC webpage (link immediately preceding)
Deficiency CtassiflcaUon for Drinking Water and Other, Non
recreationat Waterborne Disease Outbreaks
Weterborne desae otbreake are gned oe or more deficcenoy tegoriss bated on aai1abe
data. T nsf;orrwa pr de inforrnaeon about how the water became c mnated water ;stem
charactsnstcw and factora eadi-g to waterborne dasaaa otbreea,

Deficiencies Assigned to Outbreaks Associated with [H ink$n Waters Other
V/ater) and Unknown \?ater Exposures

Con tarn!nahon of drinking water (i.e., publlc indMduaL or bottled water systems) at/in
the water auwce, treatment facility, or distribution syaten)

1: U rsatd :fe ater
2: Untreated gmnd water
3; Treatment detcivr;cy Ce4.. ternorary n;srruption of diefton, Cnfoflicaiy radequate
dtinfec.bon, or inadeqate or no fhratcn)
4: Distnbut;ons1stem d cerc nciuding storage (eo. cross-oction, bc:flw,
con minetior: o water maine d.irimg cor tructior or repair)
13: current treatment processes not expocted to removes chemceloor;tsminant
(eg.pesticide contamination of ground water treated with disinfection oniy)

A; Surface wCter
3: Oround water

Contamination of water at points not under the jurisdiction cf a water utility or at the
point of uset

5: Le’ona’ta Sp?. fl w5ter system
A: Orirkng water (;.e, pubhc. ndi dual, or bottsd nater systems)
8: Other nan-racreationci water e.g., cooiing/indwriaL wa:.r re,re, irrigator,
ot:upationai dacorstise’dsplay, indudes water consumed from sources such ee back
c0unw’ streams)
C: Unknown water use (i.e the intended purpose or use of the water a unknown or the
wator e>poaure category could not be determined)

ti; Piumbng ayctsrr defioeqcv after th water meter or property tre (e., OmcSs-connCctiOn,
bactdIow, or OorroSien oroducta)
7: Deficercy c bulding;horre-specific water treatment after the water meter or proper.y line
2; Daficiepry or contaminator of equipment using or distributing water (ca.. drink-rnir

9; Corteminacion or eatrrcrt dcicnarrcy during ccrnmercel betting
10; Contammation during ahpping hauling, or storage

A; Drinking water — tsp water
0; Drnking — commerciaiy-b:tdsd water

i cntamratlon at point of use
A; Tap
B; Hou
C; Commsrcaliybottied teter
0; Containec bottie, or ptcher
E: Unknown

12: Drinkira or contact with ucher non-recreational water

I.Jnl<nown/lnsufficient Infosniatio
89; Unknown/Insufficient nforrneton

A: Drinking wCter — tap water
B: Drnkina water — commerciaily-bottled water
C; Other non reccational water
U: UnknOwn water tice

rw-c-.—•:wrtr::w:a—rw---; r:-.’Zaa:c5t5rstssrarnurWt;;:.wCr
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Additionally, the Department continues to insist that Premise Plumbing is somehow under the
jurisdiction of the Water Supplier and is. considered a part of the Distribution System. Per the US-CDC,
Premise Plumbing is NOT port o[the Pistribution System. In fact he US-COC goes to great lengths and
puts forth obvious effort to distinguish and clarify the differences between “The Distribution System”
and “Premise Plumbing” to mitigate confusion, The US-CDC has specificafly identified the jurisdictional
dividing line(s) as the meter, the property line, or piping before entry into a building or house.

Additionally, The York Water Company is not authorized to enter local schools, hospitals, industrial
campuses, or other premise plumbing networks to operate valves in their plumbing systems. We cannot
legally flush their piping, we cannot legally confirm or investigate internal cross-connections or plumbing
failures (unless a failure impacts the public water system’s distribution system directly), we cannot aid with moving
water through lesser used areas, and we cannot maintain their plumbing network for them. Similarly,
premise plumbing owners cannot operate or maintain a PWS’ distribution system.

Should the two leading causes of Waterborne Disease Outbreaks as identified by the US-CDC not be
addressed as part of this package, then how can the claim of preventing the same be made by the
Department in item #17 in the Regulatory Analysis Form? Neither Premise Plumbing nor untreated
groundwater have been addressed in this reg. package.

2) “improved Coliform Compliance”: We, as an industry, have just made significant changes to
improve coliform compliance. As part of the Revised Total Coliform Rule, overhauls to
operations, compliance sampling, and determination of compliance criteria went into effect
eighteen (18) days ago, April 1, 2016. The Department is still working to publish its own version
of the RTCR. However, the Federal RTCR was vetted via the FACA process and was created to
protect public health from deficiencies in the distribution system, specifically relating to
coliforms, Additionally, the Federal RTCR specifically avoided identifying a mandatory chlorine
residual for distribution systems.

Presently, federal advisory committees (FACA) are meeting and investigating whether a specific
residual should be included in a future reg package and if so, how it might be implemented.

According to the Pennsylvania Public Water System Compliance Report — 2014 table
immediately following, if Total Coliform compliance improvement is truly our goal, then
targeting education and compliance aid for the small water systems of PA seems a fairly good
starting point, not increasing chlorine residual requirements for all water systems.

THE YORK WATER COMPANY 130 E. MARKET STREET
TEL. (717)845-3601 YORK PENI’siS YL V4NIAI 7401 FAX (717)852-0058
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Figure 8.

COMMUNITY WATER SYSTEMS
NUMBER OF VAUD VIOLATIONS

TOTAL COUFORM RULE

MIR ThicL PN
SMALL iii 16 1136
MEDIUM 5 ii 2
LARGE 0 0 0
TOTAL 116 27 I’8

Graphs were provided by The Department as part of the Preamble and claimed that these
graphs demonstrated that states w[th mandatory distribution system residuals >0.2-mg/L had
higher TCR (total coliform rule) compliance rates than PA — and they rightfully suggest that the
statistics might be able to be applied to PA. Unfortunately, the statistical interpretations of the
dataset do not match the conclusions that the Department has drawn. Typically any result
falling within two standard deviations can be considered an “insignificant difference” and those
failing within one standard deviation are typically considered as the same result, or indifferent
from “noise”.

Our assessment of the dataset is different from that which the Department provided following
its graphs in the Preamble. The evaluation below suggests that PA can expect no statistically
significant increase in coliform compliance rates (0.5% - 1.3% improvements). Please see the
table below summarizing the data set that the Department lrovided in the Preamble. We can
identify three states that performed better than PA (average of 1.3% better), four states
performed effectively the same as PA (averaging 0.5% better), and one state performed worse
than PA.

The tables below were constructed from the data contained in the graphs located in item #28 of the
Regulatory Analysis Form, as provided by the Department.

THE YORK WATER COMPANY
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3) “Zero impact on 0BPs.”
This is not accurate. Under the same conditions, the higher the concentration of chlorine (free
or combined) for a given water, typically, the higher the DBPs (Disinfection By-Products are
regulated and some are health hazards). The table immediately above bears this out. This is the
summary of the series of graphs the Department provided in the Preamble summarizing DBP
comp’iance in PA as compared to those states that have a mandatory distribution system
residual >O,2-mg/L of chlorine. This analysis shows that no state is better than PA at 01W
compliance, four states are effectively the same as PA, and four are worse than PA, including
one that is dramatically worse than PA (Kentucky). So, by both scientific and statistic
projections, we can agree that DRPs wit) Increase in PA should the minimum distribution system
residual increase by ten-times (lox) as put forth in this proposed package.

The statistics and the science directly refute box number 13 of the Regulatory Analysis Form.
0BPs and the Disinfection By-Product Rule will be directly impacted as a result of this regulatory
package.

Additionally, compliance with the Lead and Copper Rule will likely be negatively impacted.
Elevated levels of residual disinfectant as necessary to comply with this proposed package will

THE YORK WATER COMPANY .130 F. MARKET STREET
TEL. (71 7)845-3601 YORK. PENNSYLVANIAI74O1 FAX (717,1852-0058
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change the corrosivity of the water and thus to the leaching and corrosion of lead, specifically
for those homes and schools closest to the Point of Entry into the Distribution System where
that residual will be highest.
Pyhi Syi CoupI Rpoi 2014

Figi 13.

COMMUNITY WATER SYSTEMS
NUMBER OF VALID VIOLATIONS
DISINFECTANTSIBVPRODIJ CT S

MIR MCL MRDL TIT PN
SMALL 556 6 0 2 272
MEDIUM 133 14 0 3 14
LARGE 13 0 0 3 0
TOTAL 702 20 0 226

4) “No Significant Cost Impacts to the majority of Water Systems”
Cost information for many utilities and suppliers was provided to the Department as part of the
TAC Board testimony. Unfortunately, the Department has ignorad those numbers and has made
no notation in the Preamble nor updated its cost projections in the Regulatory Analysis Form.

Estimates indicate that the capital expenditures will exceed the Department’s projections by
over fifty-million dollars (> $50-million) and may actually be much more than that,

Recurring annual operating costs were not accounted for in the Department’s projections.
These annual operating costs also exceed the Department’s projections for capital investment
by over three million dollars (>$3-million>.
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tern l19 in the Regulatory Analysis Form is inaccurate because the math cannot be applied in
this fashion. These inaccuracies have been identified and have been repeatedly brought to the
attention of The Department. This is already a part of the public record on multiple occasions,
including TAC meetings, testimony provided before the TAC Board, arid as part of the
“Stakeholder Workgroup Meetings”. uaIi1iers have NOT been included, as part of the
Preamble, yet, detailing that the costs of compliance estimates and the mathematical processes
used to reach them, have been repeatedly challenged.

One cannot utilize monthly average chlorine residuals from a water system to project ‘ease of
compliance’ nor accurately projected expenditures. Especially since compliance, as proposed by
the Department is on a single sample basis (not a monthly average).

1) Monj gg chlorine residuals cannot mathematically aid in the prediction of
potential compliance

i. Proposed Regs determine ç,pliance based upon individual results
ii. Theoretical Example (Extreme): 120-monthly samples required

- 60-of those samples = 2.00-mg/I and
- 60-of those samples 0.10-mg/L
- Monthly average 1.05-mg/I — this is reported to

the Dept. under present regs and is also the number
used to make their projections for cost and ease of
compliance

2. Based on the new reg., the PWS would be out of compliance 60 times in
the first month (below O.2-mg/L, bu still meets present regs)

3. Based on the Dept’s choice of math for projeclions, this system expects
no capital expenditures (noflushers& no chemical boaster necessqo) and thus has
no concerns as its average residual is well over the proposed 0.2-mg/L —

excepting the fact that the utility would he in ‘violation” 720-times in
the first year.

4. Overall ease of compliance projections are severely overestimated by
the Dept.

THE YORK WATER COMPANY 130 E. MARKLTSTREET wwwyo’cr’m
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2) Actual costs to achieve compliance are much higher than the Dept’s predictions
i. Automated Flusher capital cost estimated at $2,000 each, by the Dept

ii. The PhHadelphia Water Dept. has published estimates for their system, their
cost for purchasing, installing, and securing each flusher is $45,000

1. This is greater than an order of gpitudedj1ference
2. Even if the actual costs worked out to be halfway between ($23,500) the

Dept’s estimated costs are dramatically understated — still “off” by an
order of magnitude.

3. The number of flushers needed, statewide is dramatically
underestimated.

a. More than three systems need flushers
b. Much more than the Dept’s estimated $30,000 will be spent by

the medium and large water systems on flushers to achieve the
0.2-mg/I minimum residual.

iii. Operating costs are NOT accounted for in the Dept.’s cost projections.
1. Nearly all medium and large water systems operating costs will increase
2. The York Water copp projects annual operating cost increases, just

to comply with the 0.2-mg/I proposed residual at $600,000/yr.
3. The Philadelphia Water Dept. projects its operating costs to increase by

$2,500,000/yr. ($2.5-million/yr.) to comply with the proposed residual
of 0.2-mg/L.

4. The Dept. estimates a total combined

Based on the above, we need to consider what problem is it that we are actually solving with this
regulatory package? Additionally, what problems are we creating?

There is no scientific, obvious, or overwhelming need for this y exesive reg. package.
What is the actual driver for this proposed reg. package?

1) 5-pages of the Preamble focus on Legionella and Legionnaires Disease (ID)
a. Elevated residuals in a distribution system will not completely remove or destroy

t.egionella
b. Legionella must amplify in order to cause harm
c. Iegione)la amplification is a premise plumbing problem and is NOT a distribution system

issue — per the CDC
d. I cannot identify a single waterborne disease outbreak within the past 20-years, in PA,

that has been directly attributed to a medium or large PWS that has been disinfecting
AND meeting the present regs. (91% of PA’s population served)\

2) 5-pages of the Preamble are dedicated to Total Coliform Rule (TCR) and Disinfection Byproduct
Rule (DBP) compliance. (see Toble NI and #12 below)

a. Based on the dataset,. PA cannot expect a significant increase in TCR compliance — 0 —

1.3% better is possible
b. Based on dataset, PA can expect 013P violations to increase by 0.4 to 4.1%.
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3) 1-page is dedicated to costs and compliance estimates
a. Estimates are dramatically skewed
b. Cost estimates are too low per item
c. Cost estimates are too low statewide
d. Ease of Compliance projections is dramatically overestimated

4) Cost / benefit? Especially for Large and Medium PWS (91% of PA population served)
a. No science based nor statistical guarantee’ of any benefits
b. Capital and Operating Costs go up dramatically
c. Customer Costs increase
d. DlWs increase (cancer and other health eJfect)

e. Complaints go up
f. Violationsgoup

What problem are we trying to solve with this req. package?

In summary, The York Water Company recommends that due to the statewide CAPEX for compliance at
> $60-million, annual OPEX for compliance at > $4-million, and the Department’s stated goal of resolving
the numeric value for what a “detectable” chlorine residual is, that we maintain the current rule with
the exception of replacing 0.02-mg/L with 01-mg/L which retains HPC as an ACC, will provide a reliable,
verifiable residual that Is five times (5X) higher than the current residual, at a reasonable cost, and has
already been approved by the TAC Board. This change will clearly solve the Department’s stated goal
without backsliding and without the unintended consequences.

Sincerely,

Douglas J. Crawshaw
Water Quality Manager

The York Water Company
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